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[2], and related problems of trajectories planning and calculations.

Introduction
Real time navigation of mobile robots requires knowing of necessary path or representation of the environment,
robots move. Planned path usually concludes by a sequence of points in the environment. Representation of an
environment is more complicated, but allows flexible
navigation – a robot calculates its path dynamically. Popular representation of an environment is usage of means of
electrostatic field or potential artificial functions [1].
Usage of electrostatic field, when all obstacles have
the same potential and only a goal point has another one, is
very attractive, because all gradient lines leads to the goal
and a robot moving along a gradient line always reaches
the goal, but trajectories of movement are far from optimal
path, because in some cases movement is executed receding from the goal. So it is necessary to find new methods
for trajectories planning.
The weaknesses of these methods stimulate to search
for new methods of an environment representation [1].
Requirements for these methods:
1. Ability to define a possible path to the goal or detect absence of it from any point of represented
space;
2. The found path is near to optimal;
3. Representation of an environment do not requires
large amount of data.
4. An algorithm to calculate current step of robot is
rather simple.
The purpose of the article is to introduce to algorithm
of vector marks, which are used for systems learning in
coloured Petri nets, formation. A set of virtual vectors oriented along the nearest fragment of a path (bitangential
line section) with head in vertex or touch point are dominated as a vector mark. In other words, it is set of vectors,
oriented along the shortest path to the target, in the turning
points of the path.
Authors of the article refer to previous works, where
they analysed problems of systems training and learning

Requirements and constraints
Let us designate the space occupied by obstacles as a
set of points S obst and space free of obstacles - S free , a
subspace, all points of which are visible from a vertex or
touch point, belonging to a path, – S v [1]. An environment
is fully defined by k subspaces, associated with k points,
if the following condition is fulfilled:
k

S free   Svn .

(1)

n 1

To define properties of vector marks let us define
“visibility” – a point p d is visible from point p 0 if a
segment of line connecting these points exists and all
points of this segment belongs to S free :

p l ( p0 , pd )  S free ,

(2)

l ( p0 , pd ) – denotes line connecting points p0 and pd
Properties of vector marks and visibility:
1. All vector marks lie in the space S free .
2. Any vector mark is elongation of bitangential linear fragment of a path.
3. A mark is visible if there is at least one visible
point of the mark.
4. From any point of S free at least one of vector
marks is visible. This property follows from condition (1) [1].
Visibility problem is relevant not only in process of
vector marks formation. The known problem of art gallery
[3] essentially deals with the same question. It is shown
[4], that a space may be divided into convex polygons,
subspaces. The requirement (1) is fulfilled, if any subspace
contains, at least, one vector mark. The number and form
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of convex polygons depends on configuration of the space
S free - corners, doors and other. The fact that a part of

If break points repeats in every step and they lay in
the straight line – it is parasitical serie (radar beam goes by
parallel wall). If parasitical serie is fixed, node, of vector
marks tree, is generated. It lies in the parallel line of
“seeming wall” near the last point of that serie. All other
points of the serie are ignored.
First generation vector marks array possible[n] is
composed in the next step. Weight coefficients of the vector marks are assigned. Weight coefficient of the vector
mark is directly proportional to the distance from target
point to the end of the mark.
Further, scanning must start not from the found break
point, because, there could be cases, when the point, you
want to reach, is inside of the obstacle (point 1 in Fig. 2) or
in the opening between obstacles, which do not depends on
the width of the opening. This case is shown in Fig. 2.

S free is not visible from a point p0 can be detected scanning space from this point and fixing discontinuities of
visibility – jumps in length of l ( p0 , pd ) . Let’s call these
jumps break points.
Algorithm to determine vector marks
If the surrounding is divided into subspaces, it is important to find break points and interconnect subspaces
with vector marks.
When all properties of vector marks and their visibility are defined, let’s describe and compose algorithm of
vector marks formation.
Let us form most important parts of this algorithm
firstly:
1. There is target point in the system. Scanning must
start from this point.
2. Vector marks are fixing during process of scanning and detecting break points.
3. Scanning is continuing in order to form vector
marks of junior generations.
4. Scanning is continuing as long as there is at leas
point one in the surrounding, from which at least
one vector mark could be visible.

Fig. 2. 6 – the start point, 2 – the target point, B – obstacle, 1 –
the possible invisible point inside the obstacle B

The scanning of the surrounding starts from the target
point. The tree structure starts from the target point. It is
shown in Fig. 1:

Let us analyse Fig. 2. According to theoretical approach, when break point 3 is fixed and first generation
vector mark D is formed, further scanning must start from
point 3. But, if you start further scanning, according to
theoretical approach, from the point 3, point 4 could not be
found, because the opening is not in the visible zone. So, in
this case, point 1 could not be found. According to the algorithm, when break point 3 is found, further scanning
starts from point 3.1. It means, that vector D is elongated at
length, equal to the distance from point 3 to point 3.1. This
elongation is not fixed length and it depends on the deployment of the obstacles and spaces between obstacles.
Authors of the article uses simple heuristic algorithm of
the elongation calculation:

Fig. 1. Structure of vector marks tree.

if possible[n].jump > 4*RadarGap then
dd := 2*RadarGap
else
dd := 0.25*possible[n].jump;
end.

As we see from the Fig. 1, there could be k generations; amount of them depends on the complexity of the
scanning surrounding, and n branches in the structure of
vector marks tree. Hatched line in Fig. 1 means possible
branches of the tree. If we replace hatched lines in the
structure of vector marks tree with solid lines, Fig. 1 would
show structure of vector marks tree for the specific surrounding, designed and calculated only for that special
case. In this case, Fig. 1 shows the common case of vector
marks tree.
Formation of vector marks begins from the target
point. Firstly, radar scans at a 3600 angle, at a fixed step of
radar angle. Found break points are fixed. All vectors of
the first generation are formed. These vectors are directed
to the target point.

Where, possible[n].jump – length of n  th jump,
RadarGap – neutral zone in jump length of radar, dd –
elongation of the vector.
Numerical values, used in this algorithm, are set from
simulation experience. More exact development of this
algorithm is the further part of vector marks formation algorithm.
So, how explained above, that further scanning must
start not from the found break point, scanner scans at a
fixed angle, which must be lesser than 3600, by a fixed step
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of radar angle. Scanner scans at an angle, which is lesser
than 3600, due to avoid going back.
Found break points are fixed; next, younger generation vector marks are formed. Next, younger generation,
vector marks array is composed. Weight coefficients of
vector marks are assigned.
Vector marks of the first generation are the oldest
generation vector marks. Vector marks of the second and
further generations are junior generation’s vector marks.
The weight coefficient of junior generation vector marks
will be the total of the older generation vector marks
weight coefficients. It is:

Theoretical example is composed according to this
algorithm. Let us analyse it. Let us say we have system, as
shown in Fig. 4.

D1  Dv1  dd1,
D2  D1  Dv 2  dd 2 ,

(3)

D3  D2  Dv 3  dd3 ,
i

Di  D1   Dvn  dd n , i=2, 3, ...; n=2, 3, ...;
l 2

Where, D1 – weight coefficient of the first vector, Dv1
– length of the first vector mark (distance from point 2 to
point 3 (Fig. 2)), dd1 – elongation of the first vector, Dvn –
length of the nth vector mark, ddn – elongation of the nth
vector mark, Di- weight coefficient of the i - th vector.
All vectors of each generation are checked among
each other do they see vectors of the same generation, or
older generations vectors. These vectors, which see vectors
of older generations and its weight coefficients are bigger,
are eliminated form the further calculations. During processes of scanning and calculating there is requirement, that
there were no point in the scanned system, from which at
least one vector mark could be seen. This requirement interconnects 4 condition of vector marks visibility, (2)
mathematical expression and algorithm of vector marks
formation.
So, algorithm of vector marks formation is described.
Let us present it in scheme, shown in Fig. 3:

Fig. 4. Theoretical approach of vector marks formation. Areas
(L, J, K, M and N) – static objects, vectors (F, G, R, D, C, B, H,
S, E, T and O) – theoretical vector marks, A – the start point, I –
the target point, points (1-11) – possible collision points with
static objects.

Point I is the target point in Fig. 5. Theoretically
scanner could find two break points (10 and 11) from it.
These points are the vertexes of the vector marks. Oldest
(first) generation vector marks O and T are formed. Vector
marks are directed to the target point I. Further, during
process of scanning, break points 9 and 8 could be detected. Vector marks E and S could be formed. The vertex
of vector mark E is in point 9, and the vertex of the vector
mark S is in point 8. These vector marks are the second
generation vector marks. They are directed not to the target
point, as first generation vector mark, but to the visible
first generation vector mark. So, we can consider that junior generation vector marks are directed to the visible older
generation vector mark. During further scanning from the
point 8, break points 4 and 7 could be found. Vector marks
G and H could be formed. Further, from the break point 4,
only break point 3 could be found. Vector mark F could be
formed. From the break point 7, it is possible to find break
points 2 and 5. Vector marks D and C could be formed.
Break point 6 could be found from the break point 5, vector mark B could be formed. Break point 1 could be found
from the break point 2, vector mark R could be formed.
Point A is the start point in the Fig. 4. It is important to
mention again, that vector marks formation starts not from
the start point in the surrounding (point A in the Fig. 4),
but from the target point. This theoretical approach of vector marks formation is realised practically and described in
further subsection.
Simulated example
Theoretical approach, shown in Fig. 4 is realised in
specific software CENTAURUS CPN. It is shown in Fig.
5.

Fig. 3. Algorithm of vector marks formation.
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algorithm of vector marks formation works. Realisation of
theoretical model in CENTAURUS CPN proved it.
Conclusions
1. Proposed and composed algorithm of vector marks
formation, which is different from theoretical vector marks
approach. The difference is that vector marks are elonged
in the calculated length, due to the possibility to find invisible zones in the surrounding.
2. Composed algorithm is realised in specific software CENTAURUS CPN. Algorithm with elonged vector
marks operates and matches theoretical search.
3. This algorithm of vector marks formation realises
the search of the shortest path between start point and target point.
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